Seventy-five nuclear DNA polymorphisms in an Italian sample: a comparative worldwide study.
A well defined Italian sample from Trino Vercellese (Northern Italy) is analysed for 75 nuclear DNA RFLPs. It represents the only European sample [Matullo et al 1994] which is unmixed in a comparative study of eight populations from four continents [Bowcock et al 1991a; Lin et al 1994]. Genetic substructure of this sample has been investigated by allele sharing distances and no bias or higher homogeneity is shown. Genetic variability between populations was measured by the FST statistics (average FST was 0.138 +/- 0.086). Average heterozygosity for eight populations was 0.312 +/- 0.069. Genetic distances were evaluated between pairs of populations. Phylogenetic trees were reconstructed and principal component analysis performed. Particular attention has been given to the genetic relationship between our sample and the mixed-Caucasoid sample: 14 out of 75 markers show statistically significant frequency differences (P < 0.05), 5 of which are significant at a probability level < 1%: GH/Bg1II (Lower system), D7S1/HindIII, D17S71/MspI, EPB3/PstI, HLA-DQA. Hypotheses on admixed origin of Europeans has been discussed.